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1. Description of the project
The Project
Global Education without borders is a three years program, bringing together organisations and
multipliers from six Central and Eastern European countries: Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic,
Greece, Hungary and Romania to build up a network for exchange of materials, good practice and
strategies on Global Education.
The International Seminar
The international seminar „Global Education – Opportunities and Challenges“ brought
together teachers and multipliers from the project partner countries to focus on the concept of
global education, discuss its opportunities and challenges and explore the possibilities of school
based activities and projects. The seminar included inputs from experts, workshops, discussions as
well as space for sharing experience, lessons learned and examples of good practice. The
workshops aimed to provide inspiration and practical examples of various school based global
education activities and programs with the focus on different global themes and methodological
approaches as well.
What is global education?
Global Education is an educational perspective which arises from the fact that contemporary
people live and interact in an increasingly globalized world. This makes it crucial for education to
give learners the opportunity and competences to reflect and share their own point of view and
role within a global society, as well as to understand and discuss complex relationships of common
social, ecological, political and economic issues, so as to derive new ways of thinking and acting.
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2. Program

Saturday 26th March
 Arrival
 Welcome and get to know each other
 Introduction session
Sunday 27th March
 Ethical Globalism challenges and opportunities of Global Education in the 21st century
(Vanessa Andreotti)
 Workshops - GE in schools
Learning to read the World Through other eyes
La Ngonpo - school linking projects
Multicultural education in schools
Monday 28th March
 Workshops - focus on different methodologies
Critical thinking
Teaching and facilitation of controversial issues
Experiential pedagogy
 Case studies – presentation of posters and discussions
 Open Space - discussions in thematic groups
Tuesday 29th March
 Planning in national teams
 Closing session and evaluation
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3. Ethical Globalism challenges and opportunities of Global Education in the 21st
century (Vanessa Andreotti)
3.1 Global Education
Introduction/background:
University of Oulu in Finland offers: global education as a field (MA programmes: intercultural
teacher education and MA in Education and Globalization (2yrs), EDGE research group, critical
literacy: Theories and practices journal, Ethical globalism international network (new initiative to
imagine research and education „otherwise“.
Global Education - content and outline, thinking tools as starting points:
1/ to engage critically with the wider debate
2/ to open new possibilities for thinking and practice in education
3/ to find out own independent voices
Vanessa´s perspective (coming from her context)
 self, other, local/global context - Global Education is about intersection of it
 perceptions and relationships grounded in different ways of being, knowing and seeing
 no absolute consensus on anything
Definitions: Globalization – Todd 2008
 rampant capitalism, vast international migration, ecological fragility, techno
interconnectivity, cultural hybridity and reconfiguration of political power
discussion:
 need for a reconceptualization of knowledge and learning
children today and before
 society is changing
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children know there are many perspectives on any issue, how can we help them to sort out
the information
everybody in a family has their own perspective (example of religion) - parallel to teaching
– how to show students what is your perspective
daughter says: It´s your perspective! :-)
interaction with virtual games (one study: help students perform different roles/identity;
they like it, it becomes engaging when they find it challenging) education should
understand what the games bring and take
moving to other places
school can be percieved as a game... (you cannot teach us anything, teaching is outside
school)
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how to prepare students who expect to have 20 different jobs before being 36 (unlike us –
1 job)
exposure to a lot of negative answers (how can you answer that if you messed it up)
it´s difficult to relate to other people, children mirror adults (e.g. how teachers relate to
each other)
important to create feeling inside out more than outside out (e.g. influence of peer groups)

Global Education:
 policies (normative ideals, values, principles)
 practices
 diverse needs
→ teachers should be able to make decisions on their own - professional and intelectual autonomy
of educators (so they take into acount diverse needs of their own students)
21st century education:
 change in profiles of learners – change in provision/delivery of education – shift of
perception of education, knowledge, learning (Unesco 2005)
 shifts in beahviour not enough – epistomological and ontological shifts necessary (in ways
educators „know“ and „see“)
 not what we do but how we know and perceive of reality
 critique (Bauman, Peters) – market economy: adapt/comform
 Vanessa´s argument: social justice: question/transform (ethical globalism)
Global Education : knowledge as a noun vs. knowledge as a verb (Gilbert 2005)
 knowledge as a noun (milk, content, what fills the basket), industrial 20th century (for life)
 knowledge as process (weaving a basket - by many hands) – capacity to use what you have
with other, you can weave it with many people, re-weaving new baskets and for different
purposes, post-industrial 21st century; it could also be percieved as education which was
common in many indigenous cultures in the past
Implications for Global Education:
what kind of GE do you do when you believe in a knowledge as a noun and as a verb?

Answers are always partial, provisional and context dependent.
vs.
Answers are right or wrong independent of context.

Concensus:
Consensus (elimination of difference) is the only desirable outcome of conversation - conflicts
must be resolved (e.g. families, institutions)
Consensus is desirable in certain contexts, not in others. The capacity to live with and learn from
dissensus is a „key competency“ which requries seeing conflict as an opportunity for learning.
4
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implication for Peace Education:
Identities are stable and based on cummulative attributes related to culture/nationality or
ethnicity.
vs.
Identities are socially „constructed“ and context dependent, and therefore multiple and open to
reconstruction and negotiation (fluid).

Education is not about making students happy, struggle is also important. Ask the students who
they are? How they feel about their identity? Teachers should have a better understanding of the
debate about identity.
Vanessa's example:
 one mainstream New Zealand school: „they want to us to be same“ (the same identity)
 Maori school: „we can explore who we are“

Learning as a transmission or construction of already known knowledge.
vs.
Learning is negotiation of meaning and creation of knowledge (weaving).

Implications for Global Education:
 to exercise better autonomy
 more sophisticated tools for social analysis
 more engagement with educations: are we lobbying (make them buy sth), raising
awareness (presenting alternativets), or equipping learning to participate in an on-going
dialogue and process of co-constructions of society?
 more appropritate methodologies: to address complexity and multiplicity
True for education in general:
How to get 20th century teachers prepared for 21st century?
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In society, students will have to think for themselves, depending on the context .
Global Education is about equipping students to make choices, seeing other perspectives.
It is important to understand where we are coming from.
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3.2 Towards Ethical Globalism






a study of problematic Global Education related policies and practices in England
looking at how the „other“ was conceptualized
metaphor of coloured corncobs (in South America more than hundred different species,
threat of GM); the problem of a yelow corncob – its dominance (metaphor for arrogance,
ethnocentism, hegemony) - this was the subject of the study
subject of the study: global citizenship in the UK – education in the „global North“ about
the „global South“ and issues of interdependence
what kind of thinking is behind the idea that one person can speak for the South (one
southern perspective)?

School Linking:
What do you want from this partnership? (our students to understand how lucky they are, vs. we
want our students to see what the development looks like...+ PC, books)
 finding theory to have language, words – postcolonial theory (analysis of power relations,
representations, ethno-centrism)
 telling case studies
case study 1:
award winning school links project:
 „encouraging mutual learning“ - UK school learned how they can make a difference (selfaffirmation, the Other confirms supremacy) learning drumming (local things but teaching
universal knowledge)
 using post-colonial theory – partial looking at things (with a different theory it would look
differently)
 different power-relations, self-interest
case study 2:
 Make Poverty History campaign – training for young activists
 „Are you amazing? Do you want to be part of making poverty history?“ call for participants
 PR strategy, marketing-orientation
 visualization - the „other“ is grateful for your leadership (Africa is thanking you)
 campaings like that risk alienation of people who really want to do something
 is charity, participating in a concert enough? (white can say they did everything they could)
case study 3:
 celebrating diversity
 UK teachers coming back from India – answering in interviews: „they live in poverty, have
supermarkets, stone-age, 100 years behind us“
 issues: deception, patronizing (we are doing it for them...), romanticizing
 they saw racism as negative stereotypes, so they wanted to exchange them for positive
stereotypes
 the other as content
6
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CULTURE
 study of concepts: „culture“ (never knowledge in it) - we have knowledge (it´s universal,
objective, neutral), they have culture (values, beliefs, traditions) – they are adding colour to
our lives
 potential for respect but not equal worth (of knowledge and individuals)
discrimination
 „what really surprises me is that she is Brazilian (becuase I would not expect Brazilians to be
so...“)
POVERTY
 lack of attributes that we posses (technology, education, literacy, civilisation)
 foreclosure of the making of poverty
 need to eradicate poverty (becuase of environmental degradation)
 civilising mission as the burden of the fittest (we have to help them because they cannot do
it alone)
What are the „practical“ challenges?
1/ pluriversality - beyond ehtnocentrism – seeing difference as source of learning
2/ complex social analysis
3/ understanidng context
4/ critical literacy
5/ solidarity – goes beyond paternalism and arrogance
6/ multilingualism and culturalism
7/ open-endedness – keeping dialogue going
… all this requires shift in thinking, but shifts DO happen – e.g. UK education policy (2007)
The future is not some place we are going to but one we are creating. The paths towards it are
not found, but made. The making of those pathways changes both the makers and the
destination itself. All of us are making our paths...
links and presentations:
http://www.osdemethodology.org.uk/units/secondary/northsouth2.htm - presentation
http://www.osdemethodology.org.uk/ - OSDE methodology
http://throughothereyes.org.uk/ - Through other eyes - online course
contact: vanessa.andreotti@oulu.fi
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4. Global Education in schools – practical examples
4.1 La Ngonpo - school linking projects
For more information about the project go to http://www.la-ngonpo.org/.
To see examples of the methodology developed for the school partnership, see one of the modules
attached – Hero.
contact: martina.pavlickova@nazemi.cz

4.2 Multicultural education in schools
For practical examples and activities, see attached material Combating prejudices published by
Varianty, People in Need Czech Republic.
contact: ilona.labutova@gmail.com
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5. Different methodologies used in Global Education
5.1 The use of experiential learning in Global Education (Lukáš Policar)
"Tell me, and I will forget. Show me, and I may remember. Involve me, and I will understand."
Confucius 450 BC
A bit of theory
What is it? Learning from experience by yourself might be called "nature's way of learning". It is
"education that occurs as a direct participation in the events of life" placed on the nature of
participants subjective experiences.
What is the educators role? An experiential educator's role is to organize and facilitate direct
experiences of phenomenon under the assumption that this will lead to genuine (meaningful and
long-lasting) learning. This often also requires preparatory and reflective exercises.
Which methods does experiential pedagogy use? The goal of education from this point of view
then would be to structure and organize learning activities in which experiences themselves
facilitate learning.
Kolb Cycle

Experiencing: personal and group
challenge

Planning: applying the
new learning based on
the previous experience
Concluding – use of models
and theories/confrontation
with official data, drawing
conclusions from the past
and present experience

Reviewing – encouraging
individuals to reflect,
discuss, communicate
and learn from the
experience

This model suggests that a participant has a Concrete Experience, followed by Reflective
Observation, then the formation of Abstract Conceptualizations before finally conducting Active
Experimentation to test out out the newly developed principles.
9
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Five steps model – facilitators perspective:

Use of experiential pedagogy in global education:
 getting the group ready, motivating the group, introducing a game (theather), evaluating
the game
 effective learning process (facts, memorization)
 simulations of the real situation
 informal parts of the GE training courses (eating, relaxing, going to sleep)
 evaluating GE activities
Cathegories of the experiential learning activities:
energisers, motivation games (e.g. theatre sketches), icebreakers, teambuilding activities,
simulation games, trust building activities, evaluation activities, rituals …
Useful sources:
http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/publications/T-kits/T_kits
http://www.oxfam.org.uk/education/
http://www.seedsforchange.org.uk/
www.worldmapper.org
„If you want somebody to learn to sail, don’t teach him how to build a ship, but raise his passion
for the ocean“ Benjamin Kafka
Story of your jeans
See decription of the activity attached.
contact: lpolicar@gmail.com
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5.2 Critical Thinking: teaching methods and strategies (Eva Malířová, Martina Pavlíčková)
CRITICAL THINKING IN REVIEW
Definition of Critical Thinking:
 informed decision-making
 thinking about thinking & how to improve it
 actively analyzing, synthesizing, & evaluating the thinking process
 a product of education, training, & practice
Goals of critical thinking are to encourage students to:
 ASK questions and LOOK for answers
 APPLY what they learn to SOLVE problems
 LISTEN to each other and DEBATE ideas
Characteristics of Productive Teaching:
 challenge students to know, not memorize
 question, examine, create, solve, interpret, debate
 active classes are purposeful and well organized
 students THINK about what they learn
 apply material to real situations (e.g., case studies)
 students continue to learn independently…
THE ABC’S OF CRITICAL THINKING LESSON PLANS
Evocation (Anticipating)– Lesson Introduction…







Call up the knowledge students already have
Informally assess what they already know, including misconceptions
Set purposes for learning
Focus attention on the topic
Provide a context for understanding new ideas
Raise student's questions

Realization of Meaning (Building Knowledge) – Lesson Activity / Discussion…
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Students compare expectations with what is being learned
Revise expectations or raise new ones
Identify the main points
Monitor personal thinking
Make inferences about the material
Make personal connections to the lesson
Question the lesson
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Reflection (Consolidating) – Lesson Reflection…





Students summarize and interpret the main ideas
Share opinions and make personal responses
Test out the ideas (apply to assignment, project, etc.)
Assess learning and ask additional questions
THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
(Mathews, 2003)

 Students share in the responsibility for classroom environment
 cooperative learning techniques
 group or class discussion leaders
 project-based learning
 Teachers model thinking and support students as they share their thinking strategies
 Demonstrate by …
 Approaching ideas tentatively
 Using questioning techniques
 Promoting respect for different points of view
 Question conclusions and encourage student to do likewise
 Not only … What? Where? When?
 But also … Why? What if? Why not?
 The classroom has an atmosphere of inquiry and openness
 Students make predictions, gather info, organize it, and question conclusions
 Teachers provide corrective advice rather than criticism and evaluation
 Students are supported, but also challenged to think independently
 Pay attention to HOW students are thinking
 Encourage students to investigate and communicate as they go
 The classroom arrangement allows students to work together
 Focus should be on the students, not the teacher
 Arrange desks in horseshoe or grouped clusters
Adapted from: Mark Jon Snyder. Critical Thinking: Teaching Methods & Strategies. MSA Consulting
Group.
12
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WHAT HAVE I LEARNT?
One thing that I have learnt today is …

One question that I have …
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TEACHING METHODS & STRATEGIES
Brainstorming. A technique of rapid, uncritical thinking. Brainstorming is used to get plenty of
ideas out for discussion. It is often followed by deliberative thinking.
Think / Pair / Share. A questioning procedure in which a question is posed to the class and the
students (1) think of individual answers, (2) compare their answers with a partner, and then (3)
selectively share their ideas with the whole class.
Predicting from Terms. A pre-reading cooperative strategy in which students work in pairs or small
groups to use several vocabulary words from a piece of narrative text to compose a story that
contains all of the vocabulary elements.
Know, Want to Know, Learn (KLW). A graphic organizer that encompasses the anticipation,
building knowledge, and consolidation phases of a lesson; students record what they Know, what
they Want to know, and what they Learn:
 What do we KNOW about this topic?
 What do we WANT to know about this topic?
 What did we LEARN about this topic?
Individually / in pairs / in groups, students list what they know about the topic – share and discuss.
Individually / in pairs / in groups, students list what they want to know about the topic – share and
discuss.
Students read prepared material to answer questions.
Students reconsider what they already knew before in light of what they learned.
Complete the last column … what did we learn about the topic?
What do we know?
1.
2.
3.

What do we want to know?
1.
2.
3.

What did we learn?
1.
2.
3.

Directed Reading Activity (DRA). A building-knowledge strategy for guiding the silent reading of
students with comprehension-level questions; often associated with reading with stop or
chunking.
Directed Reading-Thinking Activity (DR-TA). A building-knowledge strategy in which the silent
reading of students is guided by a graphic organizer that asks students to predict, defend their
predictions, and then verify them as they proceed through the text.
 Prepare the text by marking stopping points where students can think about content.
 Student pairs read to each other and answer questions; then the class discusses.
14
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 Review prior thought processes at each subsequent stopping point.
 Conclude with a reflective discussion.
Main Point(s)

Relation to Prior Part

Predict Next Part

After Part 1
After Part 2
After Part 3
After Part 4

Text Coding. A means of having students read a text, looking for certain features or facts, and
making light marks in the margins when they find them.
Value Line. A cooperative activity in which students stand along an imaginary line in relation to
their position on a binary (“yes” / “no”) question.


The teacher poses a yes/no question on which opinions can vary (e.g., Is the time required
to teach critical thinking skills worth the effort when other methods offer quicker results?)



Each student considers the question alone and writes an answer with supportive reasoning



Two students stand at opposite ends of the room. Each states an extreme position on the
issue, and their statements are diametrically opposed to each other.



The students are asked to take their place along an imaginary line between the two
extreme positions, according to which pole of the argument they agree with more.



Students are asked to discuss with other students in the line their responses to the
question to make sure they are standing among people who share their position.



If students are clustered, have one representative from each group summarize their
position on the issue. Students can change positions after hearing the statements.

Variation: This activity can be modified using true/false or multiple choice questions for preassessments (what do you know) or reviews for tests:
True/False – Assign one side of the room as the “True” side and the other as the “False” side. As
the teacher reads a true/false statement, students move to the correct side of the room. Students
who are unsure about the answer remain in the middle of the room. Representatives from each
side are asked to explain their choice.

15
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Multiple Choice – Same as above, but each corner of the room is assigned a letter (e.g,. A, B, C, D)
where students move to answer the question. Representatives from each corner explain their
groups’ positions.

Quick-Write Activity.
 Informal essay, reflective free-writing
 One to five minutes; goal: to capture thoughts and ideas


Use prompts (e.g., This is important because…, Something that now makes sense is…)



Collect and informally assess … What did you mean by…? How does this relate to…?

3-2-1 Processor.
 3 Recalls – List three things you recall from the homework, lecture, or activity


2 Insights – Brainstorm two insights (ideas, connections, main points) not directly covered



1 Question – Write one question you have about the material (or a sample quiz question)



Collect and discuss or have pairs/squares answer the questions

Freewriting. Timed informal writing focused on a topic, with the emphasis on showing students
their own thoughts, rather than making a written statement for public consumption.
You simply write the topic at the top of a large piece of paper and then start writing. You can write
anything related to the topic. Here are the rules of freewriting as given by Natalie Goldberg:
 Give yourself a time limit. Write for ten minutes say, and then stop.
 Keep your hand moving until the time is up. Do not pause to stare into space or to read
what you’ve written. Write quickly but not in a hurry.
 Pay no attention to grammar, spelling, punctuation, neatness, or style. Nobody else needs
to read what you produce here. The correctness and quality of what you write do not
matter; the act of writing does.
 If you get off the topic or run out of ideas, keep writing anyway. If necessary, write
nonsense or whatever comes into your head, or simply scribble anything to keep the hand
moving.
 If you feel bored or uncomfortable as you’re writing, ask yourself what’s bothering you and
write about that.
 When the time is up, look over what you’ve written, and mark passages that contain ideas
or phrases that might be worth keeping or elaborating on in a subsequent free-writing
session.
 T-Chart. A graphic organizer with two columns.
contact: eva.malirova@nazemi.cz
16
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5.3 Model Lesson: Big Fish
Recommended subjects:
 Biology, Geography, English, Social Sciences
Goals:
 students understand that even a small change can gradually cause a big change in the
whole system (both positively and negatively)
 students learn that each of us has the power/potential to change
 students learn more about two particular global “water“ problems (case study of Coca-Cola
in Plachimada and Nile Perch in Lake Victoria)
You need:
 Student worksheet No. 1 – Story A: Coca-Cola in Plachimada (half of the students work with
the Story A – one copy per student)
 Student worksheet No. 2 – Story B: Big Fish in Lake Victoria (half of the students work with
the Story B - one copy per student)

PROCEDURE
Lead in (15 minutes)
1/ Creating stories. Divide students into pairs or groups of three. Then inform them:
Today’s lesson will be about two real stories from different parts of the world. Both stories are
true and have happened recently. They are both related to water. I’lI write on the board 5
important words from each story. Half of you will discuss in pairs/groups what story A might be
about and the rest of the pairs/groups will think about story B. You have 5 minutes to think about
your story. It’s not necessary to write it down or go into detail, just discuss and suggest the
connection between all your words. And don’t forget that the stories are true!
Then write on the board the following key words:
Story A
Coca-Cola
Water
Plachimada villagers
No crops
walking

Story B
Big fish
Europe
Lake Victoria
250 million US dollars
Food chain

Monitor and ask some questions to prompt students in their discussion if necessary. (5 mins)
17
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2/ Sharing stories. After 5 mins ask students to share their stories with you and the rest of the
class. Have students listen to at least 3 stories of A and 3 stories of B. This will help those groups
that have worked with a different story to start thinking about the other one as well. (10 mins)

Main activity (20 mins)
1/ Reading. Tell students that now they will read the true stories. Those who were creating the
story A will read the story A and the rest will read story B. To make the students work with the
text actively and focus on it better, explain the following method (called I.N.S.E.R.T.), which they
will be using. First, copy on the board the following table:
√ (tick)
+ (plus)
- (minus)
? (question
mark)

information I’ve known before
new information
information which I do not believe
I would like to know more about this

Make it clear to the students that they will underline four different pieces of information (e.g. a
sentence or only a part of a sentence) according to the four symbols in the table. The symbol
should be written next to the underlined information, in the space on the left from the text. Point
out that the students have to use each symbol at least once.
If everything is clear, distribute the texts. While students are reading, circulate and monitor them.
(10 mins)
2/ Table. As soon as you see that most of the students have finished, ask each student to copy the
following table in their papers:
√

+

-

?

Their task is to write under each symbol the information they have underlined. However, they
should not copy the exact words from the text but to write it in complete sentences, using their
own words. This procedure will help them to remember the information and consider it once
more. Give them a time limit of 3 minutes. (5 mins)
Note: Students can do these tables in their journals.
3/ Have students make new pairs. Combine one student with story A with one student who has
story B. Their task is to tell each other what they have put down in their tables. Encourage them to
ask each other some additional questions. (5 mins)
18
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Follow-up (10 minutes)
1/ Class summary. Go back to the key words on the board. Start with the Story A and ask the
students what the connections between the words are. This will help the students with the story B
to learn more about it. Afterwards have at least 3 students tell you what they used the symbols of
minus and question mark for. Students usually find it difficult to use the symbol of minus, as this is
not a usual way of reading – it is a critical approach to reading. Accept any answer they give you.
Encourage them to disagree with something in the text. Then repeat the same procedure with the
story B. (5 mins)
2/ Class discussion. Give students the following questions. Lead the discussion towards the
understanding that even one person or a small thing can gradually cause a big change (both
positive and negative).
Did you find anything interesting? If yes, what?
What do the stories have in common?
What changed the life of people around the lake Victoria? What was the main cause of all the
changes?
In the story of Plachimada, what or who contributed to the closure of the soft-drink company? How
was it achieved?
Possible additional questions:
What did the big fish cause in the story? What did the Plachimada villagers cause? Can you see any
similarities between their roles in the story?
(5 mins)

Sources:
- Coca-Colonizace. O nadnárodních společnostech (nejen) v rozvojových zemích. Z cyklu metodických příruček Svět
v nákupním košíku. Společnost pro Fair Trade. 2008.
- Fryer, G., Iles, T. D. The Cichlid Fishes of the Great Lakes of Africa. Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd. 1972.
- Joost Beuving, J. "Playing pool along the shores of Lake Victoria: Fishermen, careers and capital accumulation in the
Ugandan Nile perch business". Africa 80 (2): 224–248. 2010.
- Kaufman, L. „Catastrophic Change in Species-Rich Freshwater Ecosystems.“, BioScience Vol. 42, No. 11, Stability and
Change in the Tropics (Dec., 1992), pp. 846-858.
- Witte, F. "Species extinction and concomitant ecological changes in Lake Victoria". Netherlands Journal of Zoology 42
(2-3): 214–232. 1992.
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Worksheet No. 1 – story A
A. Coca-Cola in Plachimada
People living in the village of Plachimada (India, Kerala state) started a war against the corporation “CocaCola“. They said that the corporation took water from them – and they had a right to water (one of the basic
human rights).
It is the year of 2003. There are Plachimada villagers sitting in front of the soft drink plant. They have been
protesting in this way for a year – days and nights. They are waiting for change. 55-year old Mylama is
leading today’s protest. She says that they do not have much water in their wells because of the soft drink
plant, which uses a lot of groundwater for producing soft drinks (e.g. Coca-Cola). These soft drinks then
travel to big towns where rich people buy them. Water from Mylama’s well ends up on the table of a rich
man. You need 10 litres of water to produce one litre of soft drink.
The soft drink plant was built in 2000 and very soon after that people from Plachimada noticed that it was
more difficult to grow crops, which were often the only way for them to survive or earn money. It also
changed the life of many women who now have to walk a longer distance for water. They use this water for
cooking, drinking and hygiene. Another problem is the bad quality of water in the local wells. The water
does not taste very good and looks white – it is caused by toxic mud produced in the plant.
After almost three years of protests, at the end of 2003, the court in Kerala state finally ordered the plant to
stop to use the underground water. In March 2004, the plant closed forever.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Worksheet No. 2 – Story B
B. Big Fish in Lake Victoria
Lake Victoria is one of the African Great Lakes and it is the world's second largest freshwater lake 68,800 square kilometres. It is almost as big as the Czech Republic or Ladakh. Most of the lake is in Uganda
and Tanzania, a small part in Kenya. Before 1954, Lake Victoria was characterized by great biodiversity. The
re were over 500 species of fish.
In 1954, a new fish, the Nile perch, was introduced to the lake for commercial reasons. The Nile perch is one
of the largest freshwater fish. It can be two metres long, weighing up to 200 kg. The average size is 121–
137 cm. Since then, this exotic predator, has negatively affected the ecosystem because it has made several
hundred species of fish extinct. The natural food chain in the lake has been destroyed.
The fish has not only changed the ecosystem, but also the economy of the region and the life of more than
30 million people who depend on the lake. The Nile perch is exported from Africa, mainly to Europe, Austra
lia, and the USA. Large Tanzanian fisheries sell the fish to Europeans because the profit is high. At the same
time many Tanzanians go hungry. There are no more small fish in the lake for individual fisherman and the
fishermen do not have good equipment for catching big fish.

In Uganda, the Nile perch is the second biggest export after coffee. In 2006, the total value of Nile perch ex
ports from the lake was estimated to be 250 million US dollars.
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6. Open space - program
16.00 does GE have to change the
attitudes (behaviour) of the
16.40 learner?

innovative
methods in GE

school links with
schools outside
EU

practical examples
of GE
linking schools
projects (for
methods of active children with
citizenship
special needs, +
education
use of arts)
16.40 what are good community
extra-curricular
building methods in the class? activities in GE
17.20
how to find good balance
between strong discipline and
too much freedom in the class?
17.20 how to support cooperation
with parents and society?
18.00
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alternative school
systems (example
of Danish
folkhighschool)

language teaching the arts in GE
in GE
(music, dance,
theatre, visual
arts)

understanding of
„development“ what is it?
issues of help and
development
assistance

human rights as a
Eurocentric
concept? is it
questioned in
critical thinking?

role of people in
the „global south“
in GE?
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7. Evaluation - national presentations
Participants discussed the following questions in national teams and presented the results.
1/ What am I leaving with?
2/ What am I going to do with it?

GREECE
1/ We are leaving with:
the power of work with ourselves
ideas how to engage with our target groups – compact ideas, experential learning
deepening feelings about GE
holistic nature of GE
experience can lead to understanding
2/ What we are going to do:
integrate it in our work (methods, knowledge)
enhance coooperation with teachers and practicioners (share the knowledge with them)
project helped to start and develop cooperation between people
try to promote existing concrete material which they got through this network (raising awareness)
starting cooperation with centres of environmental education
HUNGARY
1/ We are leaving with:
various methods
new contacts, friends – hoping for cooperation
theory of constructivism
starting from the local to be able to understand global
Gandhi concept (be the change you want to see in the world...)
authentic
interactive, organic, flowing workshops
new information
2/ What we are going to do:
trying various methods
try to develop new projects
more practice, drama, movements (emotions involved)
focus on approach – local to global
making workshop not frontal (interactive, working..) - not that much workshop
more hands-on experience (no lexical)
leave our Nike shoes at home (being more authentic)
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AUSTRIA
1/ We are leaving with:
- meeting and seeing inspiring people, workshops, very authentic GE workshops (storytelling,
visualization)
- Vanessa´s "ethical globalism"
- international network – supportive, more potential for sharing experiences and good practice
sharing
2/ What we are going to do:
new activities (using in their context)
debriefing and reflection fase of activities
creating space for open discourse (role of human rights, global south...)
CZECH REPUBLIC
1/We are leaving with:
questions, inspiration
importance of reflection, self-reflection (in lessons during the year)
happiness about existence of GE
different roles of teachers
meeting people from different areas
leading discussion á la Vanessa (her OSDE tool)
2/ What we are going to do:
use reflection, self-reflection
provoke students to find their opinions
self-development, searching (learning about learning, teaching)
organizing more opportunities for meetings (e.g. various teachers, NGOs)
cooperate more with museums and galleries – art focus
ROMANIA
1/ We are leaving with:
experiencing various new methods – knowing participants´thinking
being aware now of other perspectives and news
a lot of "documented" work
GE promotes certain values (according to teachers)
linking school projects (inspired by LaNgonpo)
2/ What we are going to do:
using methods, activities in schools, NGOs
make collegues, people see that there are more perspectives (on GE)
looking for more theoretical studies, resources
keeping in touch
participants will do GE in their cities,multiplying
linking projects
better collaboration between NGOs and teachers
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BULGARIA
1/We are leaving with:
surprise
Vanessa – broader perspective on GE
reflection as the last stage
specific resources, techniques, activities
how to provoke, communicate with students
feeling of satistaction
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8. Sources
9.1 Publications
Marshal B. Rosensberg: Non violent communication
Prukash: Escaping Educaton
Paulo Freire: Pedagogy of the Opressed
Sharon Todd: Toward an Imperfect Education: Facing Humanity, Rethinking Cosmopolitanism
Nico van Oudenhoven and Rekha Wazir: Newly Emerging Needs of Children. An Exploration
Lisa Tsaliki: Transnational Celebrity Activism in Global Politics: Changing the World?
Barbara Heron: Desire for Development: Whiteness, Gender, and the Helping Imperative

9.2 Websites and other sources
www.throughothereyes.org.uk
www.globalissues.eu
www.osdemethogology.org.uk
www.ted.com / Ken Robinson/Sugata Mitra/Derek Sivers/Bengamin Zander
www.youtube.com → Abuela Grillo
http://www.seedsforchange.org.uk/
www.teachingasleadership.org
www.youtube.com See: „Larry Flynt vs. People“ - the movie for FREEDOM OF SPEECH playing for
change
www.sfcp.org.uk/socratic_dialogue.htm ← critical thinking
Danish Folkhighschool: Krogerup.duk (Contact: Garba Diallo) → www.crossingborders.org (Global
Studies course)
Irigaray North-South Centre + Network university → on-line curse on GE
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9. List of participants
First name

Surname

Country

Christina

Fasching

Austria

Marius

Schmidt

Austria

Gabriele

Wagner

Austria

Kathrin

Pelzer

Austria

Karin

Mauser

Austria

Franz

Halbartschlager

Austria

Doris

Berghammer

Austria

Péter

Kisgyörgy

Hungary

Tibor

Medvegy

Hungary

Kata

Molnár

Hungary

Veronika

Szabó

Hungary

Betty

Zsoldos

Hungary

Balazs

Lerner

Hungary

Ágnes

Kökényesi

Hungary

Pelagia

Fevga

Greece

Katerina

Georgopoulou

Greece

Maria

Angeli

Greece

Eugenia

Vathakou

Greece

Oana Maria Alina

Perju

Romania

Valentin Dragoș

Biro

Romania

Cristina

Petre

Romania

Amalia Raluca

Sabău

Romania

Daniel

Pîrvu

Romania

Iuliana

Rada

Romania

Adriana

Popescu

Romania

Donka

Paneva

Bulgaria

Adriana

Baytcheva

Bulgaria

Yordanka

Andreeva

Bulgaria

Vesela

Yotova

Bulgaria

Teodor

Vasilev

Bulgaria

Liuba

Batembergska

Bulgaria

Vladislav

Petkov

Bulgaria
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Markéta

Hummlová

Czech Republic

Radka

Bednářová

Czech Republic

Ondřej

Raška

Czech Republic

Markéta

Kmuníčková

Czech Republic

Martina

Seidlerová

Czech Republic

Kristýna

Hrubanová

Czech Republic

Martina

Pavlíčková

Czech Republic

Eva

Malířová

Czech Republic

Jitka

Oláh

Czech Republic

Adam

Čajka

Czech Republic

Alexandra

Mateásková

Czech Republic

Vanessa

Andreotti

Brazil/Finland

Lukáš

Policar

Czech Republic

Ilona

Labuťová

Czech Republic
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10. Other resources available
Global Education (presentation by Vanessa Andreotti)
Ethical Globalism (presentation by Vanessa Andreotti)
Through Other Eyes (presentation by Vanessa Andreotti)
Varianty (People in Need Czech Republic): Combating prejudices
Story of Jeans (lesson plan)
Hero (one of the modules of LaNgonpo methodology)

11. Contacts
For further information please contact Kristyna Hrubanova: kristyna.hrubanova@nazemi.cz

NaZemi – společnost pro fair trade/OnEarth – society for fair trade
Kounicova 42
602 00 Brno
Czech Republic
www.nazemi.cz
www.globalissues.eu
www.svetvnakupnimkosiku.cz
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12. Photos
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This document has been produced with the assistance of the European Union and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Czech Republic. The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of NaZemi – společnost pro fair trade and
can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Union.

